APPENDIX C

Mission Agency Questionnaire

Dear Mission Agency,

At the present time, we are considering to partner with ____________________________________________ for church support on the mission field. As their mission agency (board), you have a personal knowledge of both this missionary/these missionaries and his/her mission field. Therefore, you are in a position to assess this missionary’s/these missionaries’ immediate potential for missionary service, especially as regards the chosen mission field. In your evaluation process, it would greatly help us to know the following?

1. From your evaluation/testing, do you believe this missionary is/these missionaries are able to fulfill the work the church is sending them to do? Please describe

2. In your estimate, what gifts, skills, and abilities does he/she possess that makes him/her particularly well suited to the needs of the chosen mission field?

3. Is there any evidence to suggest this missionary/these missionaries would be better suited to another field? If yes, please describe.

4. Is there any reason that this missionary/these missionaries would struggle to work with others in a cross-cultural or team ministry?

5. Please give your impressions of his/her:
   a.) personal faith/walk with the Lord.

   b.) husband/wife relationship (If applicable).

   c.) parenting skills (If applicable).

   d.) ability to work other people
6. As a mission agency, what will you do to help this missionary/these missionaries fulfill the work the church is sending them to do?

Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________

Title: ________________________________________________